1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Nowadays there are various views on the future of business architecture. On the one hand, it’s getting strongly influenced by IT: information flows are growing rapidly and walls between the departments or even sub-companies are dissolving or at least start to fade. On the other hand, business architecture incumbents are not often ready for quick e-transformations due to their silos: inner friction, employees and “as-is” processes.

The scope of the new range of architecture seems to be an interdisciplinary combination of the approaches and is getting out of concept layer. In this study an analysis of co-adoption of several modern concepts of the new enterprise architecture creation- real-time business processes generation on the global cloud-based self-generated business service basis is provided.

The feedback loop makes business processes as visible for corrections as locally efficient. The architecture itself takes the responsibility for the global efficiency and strategy goals achievement. The main obstacle for such business development or reengineering on a platform of basic or referential patterns is a ‘human factor’, which is a key issue in resource usage for such processes.

SOA, it seems, had an ability to overcome threshold of human factor nihilism. Nowadays, when “SOA” term is mentioned, professionals interpret it as IT architecture with a fixed set of integrated services. Since “fixed” is a key issue here due to standardization and cost saving strategies, the question of responding to business agility trend is one of the most vital for SOA today.

The concept of real-time business architecture is in charge of rapid changes of business requirements (Gromoff et al., 2012). Numerous authors suggested an alternative view on business modeling using free services in order to meet variable business demands by means of creating the prototype of app store - is-store in network where services of various vendors are collected and simultaneous feedback from the users, who attached their personal experience (rating), is received.

In this work the advanced view on the topic is provided with an attempt to install a virtual SOA torrent that catches services from the Internet and makes them available to customers. The attempt to unite technical and management approaches in business architecture solving flexibility problem was impossible several years ago, when technical possibilities of service-oriented architecture were not able to allow its serious projections on managerial tasks.

The state-of-the-art for today’s technological facilities of the BigData centers, which are growing faster than mushrooms in the rainbow forest, has started a unique process of dictating new mental paradigm for traditional business mentalities. NOW we have to understand that not only referential models of business processes, or even executable blocks of business units, can be simply bought from Clouds traders, but much more, something that has always been considered as a main assets of any business - expertise and intellectual capital. This futuristic reality of automated business
engineering could be considered as an approach to the newer business vision, which is dictated by modern technological abilities and tendencies.

In this respect it’s easy to see that in such business architecture only strategic targeting and monitoring is a responsibility of the true human executive level while the rest is compiled automatically from patterns and basics, best practices, and concepts ‘as to be best’. In the final phase of business orchestration intellectual resources are selected from Clouds and after legal formalities are switched into action of the ready-to-go processes.

In addition, it seems that the problem of process impediment by human factor has been finally solved, since now the Process itself is selecting useful and adoptive human/intellectual resource for further utilization.
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